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Abstract: In this paper, the authors’ research work is focused on uncertainty
analysis implementation in the developed DSS for transportation means’
maintenance processes performance. Thus, in the Introduction section, the
transportation means’ maintenance processes issues and the uncertainty problem
are described. Later, there is briefly literature overview in the research area
discussed. In the next Section, the expert system for means of transport
maintenance processes performance is also investigated. Following this, the
uncertainty analysis is developed and the examples of expert system
implementation are given. The work ends up with summary and directions for
further research.
Keywords: passenger transportation, maintenance strategy, expert system, delaytime
Streszczenie: W artykule autorzy skupili się na analizie niepewności danych
w opracowanym systemie wsparcia decyzyjnego procesów utrzymania w stanie
zdatności środków transportu. We wprowadzeniu problem niepewności oraz
zagadnienia utrzymania w stanie zdatności środków transportu zostały omówione.
Następnie, przedstawiono krótki przegląd literatury z badanego obszaru.
W kolejnym kroku, przedstawiono system ekspertowy wspierający proces decyzyjny
w badanym obszarze. Pozwoliło to na opracowanie analizy niepewności oraz jej
implementację w systemie ekspertowym. Pracę kończy podsumowanie i wskazanie
kierunków dalszych prac badawczych.
Słowa kluczowe: transport pasażerski, strategia obsługiwania, system ekspertowy,
opóźnienie czasowe
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1. Introduction
One of the main decision groups in the transportation systems performance regards to
maintenance tasks which includes the definition of maintenance strategies of
transportation infrastructure, system elements, or operation control systems [22].
According to [22, 35], a transportation system is very complex one with different
functional characteristics depending on medium of movement, particular technology
used and demand for movement in the particular medium. Aspects of these modes are
e.g. vehicle, the way, control of the system, the technology of motion, intermodal transfer
points, payload, drivers and pilots.
As a result, uncertainty connected with the maintenance decisions is an essential
component of everyday life, and has become an important characteristic of modern
decision support systems [70].
Following this, the focus of this study is to develop the method of information
uncertainty definition in DSS for means of transport maintenance processes performance
which is implemented into Exsys Corvid Shell system.
Thus, the article is organized as follows: First, literature overview in the research area is
discussed. Later, the conception of decision support system for means of transport
maintenance processes performance is also investigated. The research area encompass
formulation of methods and algorithms of right maintenance strategy (traditional/Delay
Time Approach) for system elements selection. The solution is based on decision rules
implementation. As a result, the main decision criteria are also defined, and the main
maintenance strategy and their parameters are investigated. Thus, the problem of DSS
uncertainty is investigated providing the definition of data uncertainty notation in the
chosen expert system. The work ends up with summary and directions for further
research.

2. Decision support systems in transportation systems performance –
state of art
The concept of a decision support system (DSS) is extremely broad and its
definitions may vary depending on the author’s point of view and the way of its use
[15]. According to DSSResorces.com, a DSS is defined as an interactive computerbased system or subsystem intended to help decision makers use communications
technologies, data, documents, knowledge, and/or models to identify and solve the
problems, complete decision process tasks, and make decisions [56]. Thus, the
systemic framework should be used as an organizing concept when designing an
effective and reliable DSS [1]. The application of systems theory needs following
five aspects consideration: environment, role, components, arrangement of
components and the resources required to support the system [1]. For more
information, we recommend reading e.g. [1, 15, 23, 45, 56]. Later, in [36], authors
propose a classification of the errors that can be found in DSSs and describe the
various DSS testing methods that have been proposed. Authors also give advice for
choosing DSS testing methods.
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The literature review in the area of decision support systems designing and
applications issues may be found e.g. in [2, 16, 17, 18, 61, 73].
One of the first research works dedicated to DSS issues review is [61], where
authors focus on the DSS effectiveness. The paper reports on a simple laboratory
experiment to assess the effectiveness of DSS in a task environment characterized
by uncertainty in competitors’ actions and economic conditions. In work [18],
author examines the issues confronting DSS in the business area. Later, in work
[16] authors focus on the identification of research directions for Expert Systems
and knowledge-based DSS, from the end-user point of view. The DSS application
possibilities and their classification problems are investigated also in [17]. Author,
in his work points out the possible future directions of DSS development. The
review in the area of DSS applications development is given in [73]. Authors in
their work analyse the development of the model-driven DSS, data-driven DSS,
Group Communications-driven DSS, Document-driven DSS, Knowledge-driven
DSS and Web-based DSS. Later, Power in his work [55] focuses on data-driven
DSS investigation.
In [2], authors carry out the analysis of more than thousands of DSS articles
published in 14 major journals from 1990 to 2004. This analysis let authors to find
the eight key issues that the DSS field should address for to continue to play an
important part in information systems scholarship. These eight issues include e.g.
the relevance of DSS research, DSS research methods and paradigms, or discipline
coherence. Later, in [37], author surveyed ES development using a literature
review and classification of articles from 1995 to 2004. The paper surveys and
classifies ES methodologies using the eleven categories, including e.g. rule-based
systems, knowledge-based systems, neutral networks, fuzzy ESs, or intelligent
agent systems.
Moreover, there can be found many classifications of support systems in the
literature. In work [15], there are investigated passive, active and cooperative DSS.
According to the authors [45], there is necessary to define a distinction between
main types of systems: DSS and Management Information Systems (MIS).
As a result, the authors propose the following classification:
 Transaction Processing System (TPS) – programs for gathering, updating
and posting information according to pre-defined procedures,
 Management Information System (MIS) – a system with pre-defined
aggregation and reporting capabilities,
 Decision Support System (DSS) – an extensible system with intrinsic
capability to support ad hoc data analysis and reduction, as well as decision
modelling activities.
The broad discussion of two kinds of information systems – MIS and DSS is presented in
[3]. Authors provide the characteristics of those kinds of information systems,
interrelationship and their relations with decision-making process in an organization.
Taking into account another approaches, there can be distinguished [15, 56]:
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 at a conceptual level: Communication-Driven DSS, Data-Driven DSS,
Document-Driven DSS, Knowledge-Driven DSS, and Model-Driven DSS,
 at a technical level: enterprise-wide DSS and desktop DSS.
In the article [23] authors define the main types of DSS being used in practical
applications and investigate the problem of their reliability. The authors focus on
two types of DSS: Executive Information Systems (EIS) and Expert Systems (ES).
Moreover, they analyse the DSS being offered by different producers according to
their possibility of implementations and main functions (e.g. systems INSERT
Analityk or Matrix). Later, Arnott and Pervan in their work [2] defines DSS
according to the number of system’s users or their application field. The major
DSS sub-fields are defined as: Personal DSS, Group DSS, Negotiation Support
Systems, Intelligent DSS, Knowledge Management-Based DSS, Data
Warehousing, and Enterprise Reporting and Analysis Systems.
The exemplary implementation areas for DSS are [23]:
 financial issues (e.g. risk-cost analysis, effectiveness analysis, financial
management),
 marketing issues (e.g. market analysis, sales analysis),
 production and logistics issues (e.g. production processes optimization,
transportation planning optimization),
 human resource management issues (e.g. work time planning, turnover of
staff analysis).
The target of this study needs the investigation of DSS which were developed in
the area of transportation problems performance, especially connected with
maintenance issues and DSS uncertainty. The complexity of maintenance planning
decisions regards an online decision support systems to assist the maintenance
decision maker [39]. Thus, the main role of a DSS is to enhance the decision
making by an individual through easier access to problem recognition, problem
structure, information management, statistical tools, and the application of
knowledge [60]. Usually, DSS for maintenance is defined as a systematic way of
selecting a set of diagnostic and/or prognostic tools to monitor the condition of
a single component or machine [39].
The DSS for maintenance problems are developed since 1960s [39]. The DSS for
industry-based maintenance of a single machine can be found e.g. in [57], where
authors develop an intelligent maintenance support system for air traffic control, or
in [64], where authors describe an integrated maintenance support system for
a textile company designed by a GRAI method and based on causal probabilistic
networks implementation. Another application area is given in [12], where author
develops a model of selection of diagnostic techniques and instrumentation in
a predictive maintenance program based on AHP and FA (factor analysis)
implementation, and tests it in screw compressor. The continuation of maintenance
decisions support for equipment operating under condition-based maintenance
strategy is given e.g. in [20, 69, 74] and in [40], where authors analysed Intelligent
Maintenance Systems based on CBM implementation.
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The computerized information systems used to support exploitation processes
performance can be also found e.g. in [29]. In this work, authors focused on Belt
Conveyor Editor performance. There are described the system structure and operation,
including operational information and its availability analysis. The similar problem is
investigated in [31], where authors focused on the problem of operation planning
processes for machinery room. The main assumptions and structure of the system for
supporting operating, repair and modernisation decisions for the steam turbines is given
in [34]. The example of decision support system implementation in the area of aviation
maintenance can be found in [72]. The model is based on Fuzzy Petri Nets use. A
knowledge based expert system developed to guide the rail scheduling problem is
described in [42]. The model is developed in conjunction with Burlington Northern
Railroad in order to define rational criteria for rail replacement. The backgrounds for
projected software system dedicated for supporting the management of railcar operation
is given in [6]. A decision support system prototype for maintenance management is
given also in [38]. The prototype is developed using an agent-based approach for
integrating distribution networked systems. Moreover, in work [48], the expert system
for technical objects’ reliability prediction is developed. The solution is based on EXSYS
Professional system implementation. The similar problem for production system
performance planning is investigated in [32].
In the area of passenger transportation processes performance, one of the problems
being analysed in the literature regarded to timetable adjustments [44]. In this
paper, authors propose a DSS, which allows for timetable planning assessing the
impact of different scenarios taking into account the expected passengers’ waiting
time at the bus stop and the operational costs of the operator. The problem of DSS
development for facilitating critical decisions related to transportation
infrastructure planning in the public sector and supply chain planning in the private
sector is given in [30].
Another problem is investigated in [24]. Author in his work, develop a GIS-based
(Geographic Information System) DSS designed to facilitate transportation system
planning process for the provincial transportation department. The role of DSS in
transportation planning is also discussed in [11]. In this work, there is presented the
information system which is designed to support transportation planning tasks in
the Lombardy Region according to the defined Plan of Mobility and Transports.
In [63], there is a SMILE (Strategic Model for Integrated Logistic Evaluations)
developed. The model is constructed as a joint effort of the Transport Research
Centre of the Ministry of Transport and research organizations NEI and TNO Inro
for effective freight flows organization. The transportation mode selection problem
is investigated in [54]. Author, in his work, develop a decision support system
based on AHP method implementation.
Moreover, in [52], there is presented a multi-agent architecture of DSS which was
implemented in two transportation management domains in Spain: traffic control
within part of the high-capacity road network in the Bilbao area, and bus fleet
management of parts of the public bus network in downtown Malaga. This problem
is also investigated in [53], where authors investigate the agent-based DSS for
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transportation management, or in [9], where authors present a multi-agent approach
for the regulation of traffic within a disrupted transportation system. In [33] author
proposes a decision-aid tool within a DSS using Fuzzy-AHP for the systemic
analysis. The tool can assist countries in developing strategic policy decision
making for the facilitation of international intermodal transport routes linking
different countries. A Transportation DSS model which allows formulation of
aggregate and long-term scenarios to support policy makers in their analysis on
passenger and freight demand in the future is given in [65]. Moreover, the problem
of transportation system safety during emergencies is analysed in [71]. Authors in
their work develop a DSS for emergency response to assess the state of preparation
of a transportation agency to respond to emergencies, enable the development of
new standard operating procedures, and to better train and empower employees in
the decision making process.
Following this briefly literature review, the conception of DSS in the area of means
of transportation maintenance processes performance is developed.

3. Decision support system in means of transport maintenance
processes performance - conception
The authors’ research focus is connected with the definition of DSS conception for
transportation means’ maintenance process performance. The research area encompasses
a formulation of methods and algorithms of right maintenance strategy (traditional/DTA
based) for system elements selection. The solution is based on decision rules
implementation. These decision rules are the base for computer procedure of decision
support definition. The main decision criteria encompass economical effectiveness,
dependability and security. More information can be found e.g. in [7, 49, 50].
The expert system is prepared as a computer program which enables easier and faster
conclusion acquirement. The solution is based on EXSYS Professional system
implementation. The general decision support program’s structure is given e.g. in [7].
Moreover, the example of decision rules edition process is given in [48] and the
introduction to the presented problem is given in e.g. in [50].
The purpose of the DSS performance is connected with possible maintenance strategy for
technical object definition based on chosen maintenance and dependability indicators’
values.
The main assumptions taken during the DSS development encompass [7]:
 performance of a multi-component (or complex), repairable transportation system
investigation,
 investigation of maintenance strategies for systems with and without components
dependence,
 corrective maintenance strategy omission,
 condition-based maintenance models omission – because of the different approach
to maintenance performance than PM models,
 maintenance information management models omission – because of focusing on
proper organization of maintenance information management processes necessary to
effective performance of a system,
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 cannibalization maintenance models omission – because of focusing on such issues
as inventory planning problem, spares allocation problem, or supply cannibalization
issues.
Following these considerations, in the DSS development process we examine various types
of maintenance policies for multiunit or complex systems, which are the most commonly
used (for review see e.g. [51]).
One step further, the main input data which are necessary to be used in a DSS performance
can be classified into three groups [7]:
 general data, which describe transportation system performance,
 data which describe the actual state of transportation system,
 data which describe the maintenance costs of transportation system performance.
More information can be found in [7].
Based on the gathered information in the system, the main conclusions in a DSS may be
defined [Bojd’12]. The exemplary ones are given below:
 MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO SERVICE MANUAL (t0) – indicate, that
mean of transport maintenance should be made according to the given service
directions included in object’s documentation. Such a conclusion is stated when
there is no operational information available in a system,
 MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO CHOSEN STRATEGY – indicate, that there
should be implemented maintenance strategy in a system,
 MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO DTA IMPLEMENTATION – suggests
implementation of maintenance strategy based on Delay Time approach (DTA).
The final conclusions which end the chosen branch of a decision tree are indexed according
to ti, were i – defines i-th final conclusion in the DSS, i = 0, 1, 2, …
Taking into account the analysed DDS, the decisions are made based on the information
about the state of a system, maintenance costs and data accessibility. These input data being
defined more precisely and quantified are used to develop decision rules, which are the
simple logical sentences [34]. Moreover, the presented below decision rules can be used
only in the situation when all the prerequisites connected with input data availability are
defined. Decision rules are of both types, indirect and direct ones [7, 49].
The presented below decision rules can be used only in the situation when all the
prerequisites connected with input data availability are defined. Decision rules are of both
types, indirect and direct ones.
In the first step of decision making process, there is a necessity to define the type of
maintenance performance in order to the level of maintenance costs and failure
consequences:

If {CM small and R low} then CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE
else PLANNED MAINTENANCE
and
If{cin non-negligible and R high}then PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
else C-B MAINTENANCE
The First decision tree for the initial verification of the type of maintenance
strategy is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Initial decision tree of the analysed DSS
The rest of the DSS can only apply in the selection of preventive maintenance
strategy for means of transportation performance.
First decision rule defines if there is a possibility to use one of the maintenance
strategies. The condition regards to data accessibility (I):
If {I - inaccessible} then MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO SERVICE MANUAL
else MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO CHOSEN STRATEGY
When data are available, second problem is connected with the system components
which are to be maintained. The first condition regards to components’ dependency (L):
If {L - independent} then MAINTENANCE STRATEGY FOR INDEPENDENT
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
else MAINTENANCE STRATEGY FOR DEPENDENT
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
When there is known expected delay time E[h], and its relation to the length of
time between maintenance actions performance is greater than a specified value x
(subjectively estimated by experts), then we can choose one of the inspection
strategies based on Delay Time approach (DTA) implementation:
If {E[h] known and E[h]/Tcw ≥ x} then MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO DTA
IMPLEMENTATION
else MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO PM
STRATEGY
Another decision problem concerns the number of system elements:
If { Np – complex system} then MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO PM
STRATEGY FOR COMPLEX SYSTEMS
else MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO PM
STRATEGY FOR MULTI-UNIT SYSTEMS
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There is also a possibility, that there is known maximal level of cost of corrective
max
action performance C mn
in a system. When the decision which maintenance
strategy is effective for a system depends on this costs level we should choose one
of the known Repair Limit Policies:
max
max
If { C mn
known and cnm ≤ C mn
} then MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO REPAIR
LIMIT POLICY
else MAINTENANCE ACCORDING TO
TIME-BASED MAINTENANCE POLICY

The examples of decision tree part, which illustrates the presented decision rules,
is given in Fig. 2. Table 1 shows a list of basic maintenance strategies included in
the DSS. The described DSS was implemented into Exsys Corvid „Shell” computer
system – for more information we recommend reading e.g. [49, 50]. The main
information, which are necessary to be gathered to implement the DSS are
investigated e.g. in [7, 8]. In the next Sections, there is investigated the uncertainty
problem in DSS development and performance.

Fig. 2. The examplary part of a DSS decision tree
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Table 1. List of maintenance strategies included in the DSS (with index) [7]
PM
strategy PM strategy definition
index
t1
Age Replacement Policy (ARP) with minimal repair
t2
Age Replacement Policy with CF
t3
Age Replacement Policy for multi-unit system with cost constrains
Age Replacement Policy for multi-unit system with availability
t4
constrains
t5
Block Replacement Policy (BRP) with minimal repair
t6
Block Replacement Policy with CF
Block Replacement Policy for multi-unit system with availability
t7
constrains
Block Replacement Policy for multi-unit system with 3 types of
t8
maintenance
Block Replacement Policy for multi-unit system with common cause
t9
shock failure
t10
Repair Limit Policy (RLP) with imperfect repair
t11
Repair Limit Policy with minimal repair
t12
Repair Limit Policy with CF
t13
(L-u,L) policy
t14
Opportunistic maintenance policy (OMP) with CF
t15
(τ,T) policy with costs
t16
(τ,T) policy with availability
t17
Simple group maintenance policy (GMP)
t18
Simple group maintenance policy (GMP) with minimal repair
t19
Simple T-policy
T20
Simple T-policy with minimal repair
t21
m – failure policy
t22
(m,T) policy
t23
Delay Time Model (DTM) for multi-unit systems
t24
Delay Time Model for multi-unit systems with imperfect inspections
t25
Delay Time Model for complex systems and non-negligible RT
t26
Delay Time Model for complex systems
t27
Delay Time Model for complex systems with imperfect inspections
tf – time moments of failure occurrence
tRT – time moments of repair action finishing
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4. The uncertainty problem in decision support systems development
Uncertainty may be defined as “…any departure of the unachievable ideal of complete
determinism and perceived to be of either an epistemic or a stochastic nature, i.e.
either due to a lack of knowledge or due to natural variability in the system” [66].
In typical expert systems the uncertainties may be connected e.g. with inputs and
outputs. Inputs are knowledge (e.g. rules) and information (facts, observations
etc.). Both can be available in numerical, quantitative, qualitative, or linguistic
form [75]. Thus, this types of information may be connected with various kinds of
uncertainty (probability, truth, possibility, etc.) which can be expressed either
numerically or linguistically [75].
In the area of maintenance, typical uncertainties connected with the maintenance
performance and not included in the models are associated with the cost of
inspection, repair and failure [58]. Moreover, the uncertainties may be connected
with parameters of distributions involved, such as mean repair time, mean time of
planned maintenance, or system failure rate [58].
In [46], authors define the four main sources of uncertainty: unreliable information,
imprecise descriptive languages, inference with incomplete information, and poor
combination of knowledge from different experts.
Moreover, the uncertainty issue can be addressed from fuzzy set theoretic
backgrounds [26]. From this perspective, uncertainty is the result of some
information deficiency. Information may be incomplete, imprecise, contradictory,
not fully reliable or vague. In [47] uncertainty is understood as:
 the degree of conformity with the reality,
 the absence of relevant information for undertaking the considered decision.
Moreover, in [66] three dimensions of uncertainty are investigated:
 nature (‘epistemic’),
 level (‘statistical’),
 location (‘output’).
In [26], authors define the following uncertainties:
 context uncertainty – which results from the step of natural system to
conceptual model,
 model structure uncertainty – “…arising from a lack of sufficient
understanding of the system that is the subject of the policy analysis,
including the behaviour of the system and the interrelationships among its
elements”
 model technical uncertainty – which concerns aspects related to the
computer implementation of the model,
 input uncertainty – of stochastic nature, connected with external forces that
produce changes in the system, and uncertainty of system data,
 parameter uncertainty – related to the a priori chosen parameters, that may
be difficult to identify by calibration,
 aggregated uncertainty – results from all uncertainties above.
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Thus, for a decision maker it is important to know how uncertain the results are and
how uncertainty is propagated in the decision model [58]. The commonly used
DSS tools in this area are Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (e.g. [5, 10, 12, 68,
70]), neural networks (e.g. [28, 59, 69]), fuzzy logic, fuzzy networks (e.g. [4, 13,
43, 62]), Bayesian theory (e.g. [14]), and Petri nets (e.g. [27]). The review of most
commonly used tools to model uncertainty may be found e.g. in [41, 47, 75].
Measures of uncertainty
To measure uncertainty or information, there is necessity to strictly define what we
are trying to measure [25]. The problem of uncertainty measures in expert system
is investigated e.g. in [21, 25, 67].
In [67], author compares four measures that have been advocated as models for
uncertainty in expert systems. He is focused on mathematical measures of
uncertainty, which include Bayesian probabilities, coherent lower previsions, belief
functions and possibility measures. The measures of uncertainty are compared
according to the six criteria, like interpretation, imprecision, calculus, consistency,
assessment, and computation.
Later, in [25], author provide an overview of the approaches, results and history of
attempts at measuring uncertainty and information in the various theories of
imprecise probabilities. He is focused on two approaches the theory of belief
functions and the possibility theory.
In [21], authors define an imprecision importance measure to evaluate the effect of
removing imprecision to the extent that a probabilistic representation of uncertainty
remains, as well as to the extent that no epistemic uncertainty remains.
Uncertainty analysis of developed expert system – case study
Uncertainty in expert system is expressed by confidence variables. Confidence
variables are a special type of Corvid variable [19] that has a value which, indicates
how likely it is that the variable applies in a particular situation. A Confidence
variable can be assigned multiple values during a session and Corvid will
automatically combine the various values into a single overall confidence value.
Corvid provides various ways to mathematically combine the values, ranging from
simple to complex. The overall value of the variable can be used in sorting
(displaying the ones with the highest confidence) or used in any mathematical
expressions allowing the confidence of one part to propagate through to other parts
of the system.
The calculation parameters control how the values assigned to the variable will be
combined to a single overall confidence value. There are 8 options for how to
combine values [19]:
 Sum - The values are added together. Positive values increase the confidence,
negative values decrease the confidence. This is a simple system, but works
very well for many systems. Unless there is valid statistical data on a process,
this may be a good way to combine competing factors in a decision.
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[CONF _ SUM ] 

for



I N
I 1

[CONF _ I ]

[CONF _ I ]   ,

 Average - The values are added together as with “Sum”, and then divided by the
number of values. This provides another simple way to combine competing
factors, with individual factors having less influence when there are many
values added.
I N
1
[CONF _ AVERAGE] 
[CONF _ I ]
N I 1
for
[CONF _ I ]   ,



 Independent probability - The values are combined as if they were independent
probabilities. This is a statistically more rigorous approach, but requires that
there be valid statistical data that can be applied.
[CONF _ INDEP _ PROB]  1  1  [CONF _ X ]1  [CONF _ Y ]
for
[CONF _ X ]  0,1, [CONF _ Y ] [0,1]
 Dependent probability - The values are combined as if they were dependent
probabilities. As with the Independent mode it requires valid statistical data.
[CONF _ DEP _ PROB]  [CONF _ X ]  [CONF _ Y ]
for
[CONF _ X ]  0,1, [CONF _ Y ] [0,1]
 Multiply - The values are multiplied. This is basically the same as the
dependent probability mode, but here there is no assumption that the values
actually represent probabilities, and the values can be any positive value in any
range.
[CONF _ MULT ] 

for



N

I 1

[CONF _ I ]

[CONF _ I ]  0,

 MAX - returns the largest value assigned. This is useful for cases where
individual rules can indicate a variable is “good”, regardless of lower values
from other rules.
[CONF _ MAX ]  max{[CONF _ I ]}
for
[CONF _ I ]   ,
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 MIN - returns the smallest value assigned. This is the opposite of MAX. It is
good when a rule can eliminate a variable by giving it a low value, regardless of
high values given by other rules.
[CONF _ MIN ]  min{[CONF _ I ]}
for
[CONF _ I ]   ,
 Mycin - This is one of the traditional approaches for combining confidence,
often called the Mycin method. This confidence mode has a long history and it
allows combination of factors that indicate a goal is valid along with factors that
indicate that the goal is not valid.
for [CONF _ OLD ]  1 and [CONF _ NEW ]  1
0,
 [CONF _ NEW ]  [CONF _ OLD ]  1  [CONF _ NEW ],

for [CONF _ OLD ]  0 and [CONF _ NEW ]  0

[CONF _ MYCIN ]  [CONF _ NEW ]  [CONF _ OLD ]  1  [CONF _ NEW ],

for [CONF _ OLD ]  0 and [CONF _ NEW ]  0

[CONF _ OLD ]  [CONF _ NEW ]

,
otherwise
 1  min[CONF _ OLD ] , [CONF _ NEW 
for

[CONF _ OLD / NEW ]   1,1
Thus, the numeric value assigned (confidence values) indicates if the choice is
"good" or "bad" based on the logic of the rule and the end user's input. A specific
variable may be assigned values by many rules. These values are combined from
all the rules to determine the overall confidence value for the variable - which
determines if that variable is the best recommendation.
Following the first step of decision making process (a necessity to define the type
of maintenance performance in order to the level of maintenance costs and failure
consequences) with confidence variable we’ve obtained:

If {CM small and R low} then CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE = [CONF_CM]
and PLANNED MAINTENANCE = [CONF_PM]
Depending on the chosen confidence combining system and [CONF_CM] and
[CONF_PM] values we can, for example:
 close the decision process by assigning in the independent probability
system [CONF_PM] = 0 and [CONF_CM] = 1; it means: “only corrective
maintenance, not the preventive one”,
 leave the decision process open by assigning [CONF_PM] = 0,1 and
[CONF_CM] = 0,9; it means: “rather corrective than preventive
maintenance”.
If there were other rules that fired, which assigned a value to [CONF_CM] and
[CONF_PM], their values would be combined according to the chosen confidence
system.
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5. Conclusions
The presented issue is a continuation of research work connected with developing
a decision support system for transportation means’ maintenance processes
performance. The system gives decision makers a hint which one from the defined
maintenance strategies is the most advisable to implement in a defined circumstances.
Thus, the main decision support process’ backgrounds include present technical state
of an object, maintenance standards, and input data availability. Another problem
regards to maintenance data and decision uncertainty.
The confidence variables approach allows the decision support system to give an
overall best recommendation, even when a particular variable may not be perfect in all
respects. But it still requires selection of mathematical approaches to combining the
individual values assigned to confidence variables and assumptions on confidence
variables values estimation.
As a result, the main problems which are necessary to be solved regard to decision
support system implementation.
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